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Today’s most effective sales professionals are forging essential 

relationships with their clients to ensure long-term, positive results. 

Smoke and mirrors are a thing of the past. Clients are armed with facts. 

They’ve explored your website. They know pricing; they have read your 

company’s reviews; they are prepared.  So where does the sales person fit 

in? 

It’s simple. High-performing sales professionals are doing something that 

the Internet cannot do.  They are building relationships. They are 

passionate and committed to the success of their client. They understand 

that enduring relationships are the key to positive outcomes for all. And true 

relationships build loyalty and referrals, resulting in a lucrative pipeline and 

ultimately catapulting sales professionals over their quotas and goals.    

Join us for Winning with Relationship Selling learn why Dale Carnegie is the 

global leader in building long lasting and meaningful relationships.  

Learn How To: 

• Establish goals for personal and professional success

• Build a dynamic and confident sales attitude

• Identify the best prospecting methods to maintain an unlimited pipeline

• Form essential relationships to increase customer lifetime value

• Develop active listening skills to identify opportunities and minimize

challenges

• Establish credibility and communicate your value

• Use social media to expand your networking influence

• Develop crucial questions to reveal customer needs

• Create interest by describing an individual and customer-centric

solution

Format 

Winning with Relationship Selling 
course can be applied in-class, 
live online or in blended format. 
You can get information from our 
Corporate Consultant. Or we can 
get back to you when you leave 
information on our website. The 
format in which the program is 
most frequently applied is 3 
consecutive days or 1 day per 
week for 8 weeks.

Who Should Attend 
All sales professionals who want 
to achieve higher results through 
stronger relationships 

Contact Us:  

cuneyt.soydas@dalecarnegie.com

www.dalecarnegie.nl

Dale Carnegie Sales Training: 
Winning with Relationship Selling 
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Performance Change PathwayTM  
The Dale Carnegie Design and Delivery Framework 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

   

The Dale Carnegie experience engages learners from the initial contact through follow-up and 
support to reinforce key behaviors. Our methodology supports the development of skills and habits 
needed to sustain performance change. We believe that the emotional shift is as important as the 
behavior shift. That’s why our Performance Change Pathway™ shows our deliberate approach to 
create training programs that drive improved performance.   

Dale Carnegie’s Performance Change Pathway™ encompasses five key components: Input, 
Awareness, Experience, Sustainment, and Output. We know that these components are essential to 
the design and delivery of our programs. They formulate a continuous learning path for participants to 
drive organizational results. 


